Provide your developers
with the best experience
With CROZ’s event-driven platform based on Red Hat OpenShift

“ kustodian_ is an
invisible guardian of
the best developer
experience which
automates the team’s
onboarding process by
enabling new hires to
write code on day one!“
Luka Gauta
Business Solutions Consultant
CROZ

CROZ helps companies with multiple development departments achieve focus and
balance by quickly onboarding new developers, monitoring their personal development,
and tracking their advancement via an event-driven platform.

Create a better product, optimize internal processes, and scale
the desired culture
Our enterprise ready technology and services allow our customers to achieve business value
by breaking down silos between developers, IT Operations, and security via the unification of
development and deployment tools and processes, and managed container on-demand services.
With kustodian_, CROZ’s event-driven platform, customers creating digital products can provide
the best working experience for their development team, so they can focus on building topquality products, while growing and improving with confidence and stability.
kustodian_ uses Red Hat® OpenShift® capabilities to provide a single pane of glass for
provisioning and managing roles and permissions to digital assets in all systems that support the
software development lifecycle.
With kustodian_, new development team members can start contributing to the team from day
one. There’s no need to wait for access and permission to various organizational systems as
kustodian_ automates and speeds up the background supporting processes related to daily work.
This creates time savings in both the on-boarding and off-boarding processes.
By eliminating distractions and non-value-added activities in the product development process,
kustodian_ provides the best developer experience, boosts development team’s productivity, and
helps to track and improve the development team’s progress and stability.
kustodian_ also collects data from different sources such as GitLab, to provide insights into
potential re-teaming requirements.
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“ kustondian_ helps
the teams’ harmony,
keeps stability, and
boosts skills growth,
by also pointing
out if the teams are
set up properly and
triggering dynamic
re-teaming activities.”

The “glue” between the social and operational aspects of developer
productivity
As a Kubernetes native platform, kustodian_ provides governance over all integrated services
to improve the developer experience. It also enables ISO compliant audit reporting, service
utilization analysis, and user permission enforcing via permission desired state.
This means that at any point in time kustodian_ shows you:
From a user perspective – what access and level the user has to all systems.
From a system perspective – which users have access to that system.
From a project module perspective – which users have access to a particular system module.

Luka Gauta
Business Solutions Consultant
CROZ

From the developer’s perspective, this
means a better experience through:
Seamless project onboarding.
Seamless project resource request.
Project templates with standard
and tested integrations.
Developer access to Git repository
with Ready2Run application.
Configured CI/CD pipelines with the
application running on OpenShift;
GitOps.
Commit2Deploy.
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Take care of your development team’s focus and balance
Whether you are a Developer, Team Lead, Product Manager, Scrum Master, HR Manager, or
even a Security Officer, kustodian_ enables you to:
Accelerate developer onboarding and offboarding processes.
Verify the right teams are working on the right projects.
Track and monitor a team member’s personal development.
Govern the team’s stability.

Watch the video to discover how kustodian_ helps
newcomers hit the ground running and immediately
feel part of the team.
Interested in kustodian_ free trial?
Contact us to book a demo or email sales@croz.net.

Watch the video →
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Red Hat Contact →

About CROZ
CROZ is a technology-driven company focused on cloud-native development, agile and DevOps
consulting, hybrid integrations, and data engineering. We help organizations work smarter - not
harder, by providing consulting, implementation, and educational services. Learn more.

About Red Hat
Red Hat helps customers standardize across environments, develop cloud-native applications, and integrate,
automate, secure, and manage complex environments with award-winning support, training, and consulting services.
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